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j. michael norling, assistant professor of political science at colorado state university, and the curator of the social history of american politics
exhibit at csu’s goldstein library, discusses the exhibit and how it addresses the rise of donald trump. the exhibit, which has been under
development for several years, was officially unveiled in september 2019. it was made possible through a generous gift from george and helen
gattshall, founders of gattshall design and build. the gradiometer does not use any type of magnetic field, which improves the security of the
measurement as it reduces the potential for sensor error, so that it could find a role in a wide variety of military and commercial applications.
san jose, ca -- the defense advanced research projects agency (darpa) -- us army research laboratory (usarl) presents a detailed design of a
prototype cost‐effective, lightweight, modular laser-remote sensing system to detect, locate, and classify small, hard-to-find objects. the
technology, known as lightweight portable laser scanning (lpls), is the first of a new class of wearable devices to be validated in a funded proof-
of-concept study. lpls uses a flying, x‐shaped laser that projects hundreds of thousands of invisible laser beams, and the algorithms to match the
beams to the object they intersect with. detecting a single laser beam can show details about an object, with the smallest of possible sample
sizes, smaller than a grain of sand. lpls is designed to make laser remote sensing possible for all types of operation -- from bomb detection and
tracking to searching underwater and search and rescue missions. "the project team is unique among the hundreds of teams globally that have
participated in the defense department's reston institute's laser scanning project because their interest is not only in the immediate goal of
demonstrating lpls functionality, but also the maintenance and integration of the device into the system," said christopher bayne, darpa
program manager. "this study will result in a cost‐effective, lightweight, modular laser-based remote sensing system that can be fielded in the
next two years."
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san francisco -- general electric company announced its acquisition of tusa, ltd., a california-based manufacturer of portable x-ray systems,
further expanding ge’s ability to provide health care professionals in remote locations with high-performance products that enhance their work

and the safety of patients. washington -- rapid imaging announced that the u.s. navy has awarded the company a $1.5 million contract to
provide 36 hewlett packard rpx3 ris/pacs units to three hospitals. this is the first order for rapid imaging’s hewlett packard ris/pacs units.

plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment motion for partial summary judgment against defendant, the city of wasilla, alaska (city), stating
that city violated plaintiffs constitutional right to due process when city terminated plaintiffs contractual employment as a police officer. upon

recommendation of the police chief, plaintiff was fired for an “attitude problem” and for not answering dispatchers’ questions during a 911 call.
on defendant’s motion for summary judgment, the alaska superior court, fourth judicial district, ruled that as a matter of law plaintiff’s

termination did not violate any constitutional right. the case was appealed to the alaska supreme court, which affirmed the superior court’s
decision. plaintiff brought civil rights action against defendant, the lubbock county sheriff’s office (sheriff’s office) after defendant denied

plaintiffs application for the position of jailer, allegedly because of his race. the united states district court for the northern district of texas
granted defendant summary judgment on plaintiffs race-discrimination claim, stating that plaintiff had not established a prima facie case. the
court also granted defendant summary judgment on plaintiff’s claim that he was discriminated against in the denial of a promotion in violation
of the equal protection clause. plaintiff appealed the latter ruling. the court of appeals for the fifth circuit, after holding that discrimination must

be the but-for cause of an adverse employment action in order to establish a prima facie case of discrimination, affirmed the district court’s
grant of summary judgment. 5ec8ef588b
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